we propose a cloud task scheduling algorithm based on Ant-cycle in this paper, which changes the pheromone updating strategy of traditional ant colony optimization, and considers both the pheromone strength and path length of the individual when updating the pheromone concentration. As the experimental results show that, when accomplishing cloud task scheduling in large scale, the Ant-cycle task scheduling algorithm has faster speed, and more balanced scheduling result.
Introduction
In cloud computing, task scheduling is one of the key issues. Many emerging disciplines apply their research findings into solving scheduling problem, such as genetic algorithm, neural network, artificial intelligence and distributed study etc [1] [2] [3] , all take solving scheduling problem as their applied research field. In recent years, different task scheduling algorithms emerged, especially for distributed dynamic load balancing, using of artificial intelligence model and distributed computing based on Agent all achieved good results [4] [5] . The solving process of simulated annealing scheduling method is to seek for a combined state, to make the least target function value. Optimizing problems with solid annealing simulation is the global best algorithm in theory, which is because it can accept the bad energy value with a certain probability, so to jump out of the local minimum. However, because of the slow convergence rate, the simulated annealing scheduling method needs a longer computing time in the actual solving [6] . The task scheduling algorithm based on the genetic algorithm is a searching algorithm based on nature genetics and gene evolution, which takes biological evolution as a prototype, has a good convergence, and is able to generate new result in the searching space with existing results. However, the genetic algorithm has the lower searching efficiency, easy to converge early, and the encoding method, group size, probability of genetic operators all need to further research [7] . The task scheduling algorithm based on the ant colony optimization collaborates and communicates with each other through information, to form positive feedback, so to gather the ants in multiple paths to the shortest path. The major characteristic is that, seeking for the best path with positive feedback and distributed collaboration. However, when in the larger task scheduling scale, the ant colony optimization will appear the phenomenon of high pheromone concentration in the non-best path [8] .
In this paper, we build the cloud task scheduling algorithm based on the ant colony optimization, and solve the algorithm delaying problem made by non-ideal pheromone distribution with the model Ant-cycle.
2
Cloud Task Scheduling based on Ant-cycle
Ant-cycle
The ant colony optimization is a parallel optimization algorithm with strong robustness, and is applied into many fields. Put M ants into N random cloud nodes, in the process of the ant k searching for the target node, the ant decides the shift direction according to the pheromone concentration in each path, and always moves towards the direction with higher concentration. In the initial phase, because there is little difference of the pheromone concentration in each path, the ants may choose the path randomly. Record the traveling path of the ant K with list k B (k=1，2，……， m),and adjust it dynamically according to the moving process of the ant,
indicates the state transition probability of the ant k choosing the city j as the target at time t,as is shown in formula (1):
indicates the pheromone concentration left in the path between node i and node j at time t; ij I indicates the initial information transferred from node i to node j, the information can be obtained from the problem itself;
is the prior value from node i to node j, ij d indicates the distance from node i to node j, when ij d is smaller, ij I is bigger, and ) (t k ij  is bigger.
Advanced Science and Technology Letters Vol.139 (AIA 2016) 1  is the information elicitation factor, reflecting the information amount accumulated in the path, and the guiding role in the moving process of other ants, indicates the relative importance of the path, the larger the value is, the more inclining the ant chooses the path which other ants have passed. 2  is the expectation elicitation factor, reflecting the importance of the elicitation information when the ant chooses path, indicating the relative weight of the computing power forecast value.
In actual computing process, if the remaining information amount on the path does not get handled, as the searching process of the ant carries on, more and more information amount on the path will cover the elicitation information, so when each ant finishes a path or all the n nodes get argotic, the pheromone needs adjusting with some strategies, and decreases gradually with time, we use following rules to adjust the pheromone on the path (i,j) at time (t+n):
In which,  indicates the pheromone exertion coefficient, then (1- ) indicates the pheromone remaining factor,in order to prevent infinite accumulation of the information, we limit the value range of  is
indicates in the visiting process of the ant k from time t to (t+n),the remaining information concentration in the path from i to j, also the pheromone increment on path (i,j) in this cycle, initial time
In order to further increase the accuracy of the ant colony optimization in large scale searching, we build the pheromone updating strategy of Ant-cycle, as formula (4) shows.
In which, Q indicates pheromone strength, which impacts the convergence rate of the algorithm on some degree; k
Cloud Task scheduling algorithm
Next, apply the ant colony optimization in 2.1 into cloud computing. In the cloud computing architecture model of Map/Reduce, each unit in the cloud environment is made up of two parts, one is the separate main job scheduling node (Master Job Tracker), the other is an affiliated task allocation node from each node colony in this unit (Slave Task Tracker).
Take the slave node domain as an undirected graph G (V, E), in which V is the assemblage of all the slave nodes in the Area, E is the networking assemblage collecting each slave node, evenly divide the cloud computing network into several sub-districts, and put equal ants in each district, ants in each group only search in their own district, to seek for appropriate computing node, which is also to seek for the best path in E, the metrics we need to consider include following parameters: 
Experiment Result and Analysis
In experiment, we set the task number from 40 to 200, computing node number is 8. In order to show the difference, and we set larger in the gap of nodes Qos property, mainly including CPU, memory and network bandwidth. Meanwhile, we choose traditional ant colony optimization and ACO based on Ant-cycle in this paper, execute by 10 times and take average, the comparison of task executive time consuming is shown in figure 1 . It can be seen from the two curves in figure 1, in traditional ACO and Ant-cycle algorithm in this paper, there is little difference in the time consuming when the task scheduling scale is small. But as task scheduling scale becomes larger, executive time of traditional ACO increases continuously, while the executive time of Ant-cycle algorithm increases little. It proves the speed advantage of the algorithm in this paper on large scale task scheduling.
Conclusions
We build a task scheduling algorithm of Ant-cycle. By changing the pheromone updating strategy of traditional ACO, As the experimental results show that, compared with traditional ACO, the Ant-cycle task scheduling algorithm is faster in large scale cloud task scheduling, and the task loading on each node is more balancing after scheduling.
